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We are thankful to Allah for achieving our objectives for the 
year ending on 31/12/2007, which is characterized by a 
number of achievements because of the continuous efforts 
exerted over prolonged years. The mentioned achievements 
were the consequent outcome of the investment climate that 
is developed by the Government under the leadership of the 
Custodian of the Holy Mosques King Abdullah Bin Abdulaziz, 
which spares no effort to enable the private sector of playing 
a vital role in achieving the development objectives. Likewise, 
the considerable efforts exerted by employees in all strategic 
tracks, which the company specified and allocated resources
& capacities to its scientific implementation, had an effective
impact on the mentioned achievements.

The year 2007 was a year of development and growth, as the 
company’s initial public offering and enlisting in the capital 
market have been achieved and such achievement is likely to 
enhance the company’s financial position and reputation at the
local as well as the regional levels. In addition, profits grew
at a rate of 11% and net profits amounted to 2 billion Saudi
Riyals, thus accounting for 37% of the company’s capital, which 
amounts to 5.4 billion Saudi Riyals.

The company’s ability of offering and closing SUKUK of 6 billion 
Riyals (1.6 billion Dollars) in a very short period and enlisting 
it in DIFX, LABUAN (LFX) and BAHRAIN SE is considered an 
unprecedented achievement by a company totally owned by 

the private sector. It is worth mentioning that the SUKUK is 
intended to finance company’s projects through long-term
and Islamic Sharia compliant financing instruments at low
financing cost. This achievement ensures the effectiveness of
company’s strategy as well as company’s business model and 
the international financial society’s confidence in company’s
strategy and ability of meeting its commitments. Moreover, the 
company has achieved a qualitative leap across the international 
markets, which has enabled the company to access all financing
options available at the local and international level. 

One of the most important and vital achievements is the 
establishment of Saudi Home Loans Company with a capital of 
2 billion Saudi Riyals and real estate and financial partnership.
DAAR has contributed to Saudi Home Loans’ ownership by 
15%, Kingdom of installment by 40%, Arab National Bank by 
40% and International Finance Corporation (IFC) by 5%. This 
remarkable achievement will contribute to escalating customers’ 
purchasing power in order to purchase the suitable residential 
units produced by development companies and in the meantime 
will encourage development companies to produce more units 
of high quality and maximized value that represent the optimum 
collateral guarantee to obtain long-term financing, which
sometimes commences over more than 25 years.

In spite of these giant achievements, the company believes 
that it is still at the beginning of endeavoring to develop 

Mr. Yousef Bin Abdullah Al Shelash
Chairman
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its activities and expand its business to increase its real estate market share and become the 
leading community developer at both local and regional levels. To that effect, the company, in 
cooperation with specialized consultancy institutions as well as international strategic planners, 
is presently conceptualizing a strategic plan and completing the internal structure, which should 
competently implement the strategic plan and eventually achieve the company’s vision, mission 
and objectives.

In order to enhance the internal propelling force, support executive capabilities of plans 
implementation and develop human capacities, the company has attracted more human 
resources of international competence and long experience. Moreover, in order to achieve the 
highest possible quality level, the company is developing its relations with reputable external 
allied sources of accumulated knowledge, experience and human resources of high competence. 
It is noteworthy that the company has amalgamated the external allied sources and the internal 
human resources in a homogenous team representing the best channel of communication as well 
as the best mechanism of exchanging experiences, talents, knowledge and achieving highest 
rates of production.

For improving the external environment in order to accept our ideologies and products and 
drive the sustainability factors of achieving our objective, the company continues participating 
in supporting and patronizing numerous economic and intellectual activities. Examples of these 
activities are Riyadh economic symposium, which support the achievement of sustainable 
development objectives through activating and enhancing the capabilities of the private sector 
to become a real partner of the public sector in achieving sustainable development objectives. 
Moreover, the company patronized the symposium of Saudi economy (organized by the society 
of Saudi economy), third housing symposium, society of Saudi Accountants Bureau and other 
numerous communication activities in the real estate sector. 

Finally, I have the pleasure to thank my colleagues, the board members, for their appreciated 
efforts and constructive ideas. I would also like to thank the management and our loyal employees 
who exerted every effort in serving the company, our esteemed customers and shareholders for 
the valuable confidence they placed on us. I also have the pleasure to invite you to review the
report in order to realize the considerable growth of income and the continuous increase of 
production rates.  

Yousef Bin Abdullah Al Shelash
Chairman
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The board of directors have the pleasure to present the annual report for the year 2007, which explains achievements of the predetermined 
objectives, whereas the company revenues amounted to SR 4,925,932,752 with an increment of 13.17% as compared to those of 2006. 
The overall cost amounted to SR 2,517,924,572 with an increment of 12.9% as compared to that of 2006. The total operating profits 
amounted to SR 2,408,008,180 with an increment of 13.4% as compared to those of 2006, while the net income amounted to SR 
2,008,574,349 with an increment of 10.7% as compared to that of 2006.
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We also have the pleasure to explain in the report the efforts exerted in developing performance 
and product, which include plans & strategies, research & development, organization, resources 
development, alliances, marketing and the productive activities that summarize the company’s 
projects. Moreover, the report explains efforts exerted in serving the society as well as the 
environment, achieving highest degree of transparency through the application of company’s 
corporate governance and the results of financial performance, which include the financial
indicators of the company’s business for the year 2007. 
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DAAR’s concept of residential development requires sustainable development of performance, products 
and services in order to utilize the opportunities and overcome risks in the appropriate timeframe. 
Such kind of development necessitates movement in all related tracks simultaneously, which could be 
summarized as follows:
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Plans and Strategies:

Strategic planning is a recurring process, which aims at identifying attractive customers’ segments, 
best way of projects’ design, in light of the company’s requirements, capabilities and expansion 
plans. Strategic planning also examines the best way to deal with competitors, prioritizes expenditure 
items and addresses related crucial issues. The company is currently reviewing its existing strategy 
and conceptualizing effective strategic plan. To that effect, the company, in consultation with CRAI 
(strategic consultant) is developing a strategic plan as well as the related implementation, monitoring 
and periodical review processes. The main characteristics of the corporate strategy as at 31/12/2007 
are as follows:

The conceptual framework of the strategy is based on the  existing vision, DAAR’S performance 
concept, lessons learned from other companies’ strategies, identification of the opportunities available
in the Kingdom’s real estate market and determination of the most attractive fields in the short and
long term. 

Updated real estate market research has been provided by GODO Market Researches & Studies 
Company in consultation with CRAI. Work during this stage focused on updating relevant data, 
identifying latest market dynamics and  specifying market segments that entail the most feasible 
investment opportunities.

Capitalizing on the conclusions drawn from the research and the subsequent strategic analysis, the 
strategic consultant has recommended diversification of the investment base in order to mitigate
possible risks that might be generated by focusing on one market segment or a limited number of 
market segments. Based on that the recommendations, the strategic objectives have been determined 
to be the business model, shareholders, customers, markets, employees and operations, which are 
achievable by adopting the following initiatives:

Business Model
 DAAR must strive to be the developer of choice for major landowners, developers and the 

government.
 Diversify across KSA geographically to be seen as a partner of choice in emerging and established 

cities.
  Must also diversify across sectors to be the partner of choice in commercial, recreational, retail, 

leasing etc. sectors

Shareholders 
 Maximize shareholder value through rapid growth and high profitability
 Efficiently aggregate large amounts of capital at low cost
 Create a balanced portfolio of leased income and for sale properties to mitigate cyclicality risk and 

yield returns equal to leading US-based real estate companies

Customers
 Provide highest value for unique and unparalleled  living experience
 Enable easy, independent living for customers, especially Saudi mothers
 Support customers with their home-buying / financing needs
 Build extraordinary government relations

 Provide exceptional property management and community 
services

 Retain tenants

Markets 
   Develop a large national portfolio of residential and commercial 

leased income properties.

Employees
 Establish DAAR as the employer of choice for highly competent 

employees driven by a customer centered vision
 Attract, retain and develop talented investment professionals and 

property managers
 Achieve high level of labor force productivity in construction
 Minimize employee turnover

Operations
 Create strong scouting, investment and divesting capabilities for 

different sorts of properties.
 Must possess a very high velocity of asset deployment, along 

with a fast time to market and high delivery reliability.
 Become a regional leader in quality and cost, alongside effective 

and reliable project and property management capability.

The strategic options determined include production, investment 
and hybrid of production as well as investment. Currently, the core 
strategic functions, which achieve the mentioned strategic options, 
are being determined and subsequently the strategic structure will 
be developed, which determines the strategic units that absorb the 
activities relating to core strategic functions. The strategy process 
is expected to be completed by the end of the last quarter of 2008.

The future strategy of the company aims at diversifying production 
and investment activities in order to minimize risks. To that effect, 
the company will match up with the institutions that support its 
production & investment operations, like Unicorn Investment 
Bank and Saudi Home Loans (SHL), which have an important role 
in increasing company’s growth rates and achieving company’s 
strategic objectives. The future strategy of the company also aims 
at property management, which will provide the company with a 
renewable and regular source of income that increases profitability
rate, assists in financing company’s operations and lowers the
financing cost.

Moreover, the future strategy of the company aims at investing in 
financial and real estate institutions, which support the company’s

business and activities, local & international capital markets, 
shares & Islamic Sukuk, and establishment of investment funds. 
Such investments will create increased value for the company 
and  enhance the company’s financial position and shareholders’
returns.           

Studies, researches and development

Research and development activities comprise restructuring, real 
estate market and mortgage finance market. The company intends
to continue adopting its current policy because a decision to 
implement mega project is considered criticical. Such a decision 
requires determination of all dynamics (minor or major) that 
influence the project’s success. Study each variable independently
as well as together in order to draw a clear and homogeneous image 
of the existing reality as well as foreseeable future. Recognize all 
possible eventualities, make alternative decisions that competently 
deal with such eventualities in order to minimize risks. To that effect, 
the company continues comprehending scientific based studies in
collaboration with numerous specialized entities (like GRMC, which 
specializes in market studies & researches) that enable decision 
makers to take the right decisions. The most important results, 
which have been concluded by the related studies and researches, 
are; the gap between demand for and supply of residential units is 
widening in and that the Government intends to remedy the  gap by 
supporting the private sector, which implies a bright future of the 
Kingdom’s housing market.

DAAR has been able, by virtue of scientific research and field surveys,
to conceptualize a production model based on market dynamics as 
well as demand and supply. The related studies have concluded 
that the real estate sector is one of the biggest non-oil sectors in 
the Kingdom (whereas in 2005 the real estate sector represented 
13.5% of the total GDP). Construction rates are interrelated with 
oil prices, the proceeds of which represent the dominant source of 
the national income. Therefore, the construction sector continues 
to grow in strength at an accelerated rate because of the increase 
in oil revenues, which in turn escalates the rate of Government 
contracting and widens construction investment base. 
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Moreover, studies have proved that the high rate of investment proceeds as well as the 
growing rate of financial liquidity has remarkable impact on increasing rates of business
partnerships and entrance of subcontractors into agreements with international partners.

Resources Development:
Development of numerous and diversified residential units with in the stipulated time
necessitates development of the company’s resources in order to achieve the maximum 
financial returns within the context of the company’s fundamental principles. The mentioned
principles aim at the availability of suitable residence in the right time and at reasonable 
price for the middle-income group guaranteed by their monthly incomes. This issue requires 
continuous development of different resources to enable the company to fulfill its promises
and to that effect, the company has developed a number of innovative practical solutions 
and succeeded to apply them in order to develop the following resources:

The Financial Resources
In 2007, the company was able to develop an effective mechanism to provide the funding required 
by its mega projects and its growing operations. In addition to the Islamic sharia compliant 
credit facilities awarded by local banks, the company endeavored to finance its projects from
international funding sources/markets, whereby the company cooperated with a number of 
financial institutions to issue Islamic SUKUK of one billion six hundred million American Dollars
equivalent to six billion Saudi Riyals, the details of which are as follows:   

 Sukuk (1): on 7/3/2007 Islamic Sukuk of 600 million American Dollars, equivalent to 2.25 
billion Saudi Riyals issued by DAAR International (a limited liability company incorporated in 
Cayman Islands) without discount and/or premium, for a period of three years commencing as 
of the date of issue and the maturity of which will be due in 2010. The SUKUK entails leasing 
returns on the bases of LIBOR rate plus profit margin of 200 basis points per annum, which
becomes periodically due on quarterly basis and distributable to the certificate-holders.  

   
 Sukuk (2): on 17/7/2007 Islamic Sukuk of one billion American Dollars, equivalent to 

3.75 billion Saudi Riyals issued by Dar Al-Arkan International (a limited liability company 
incorporated in Cayman Islands) without discount and/or premium, for a period of five years
commencing as of the date of issue and the maturity of which will be due in 2012. The SUKUK 
entails leasing returns on the bases of LIBOR rate plus profit margin of 225 basis points per
annum, which becomes periodically due on quarterly basis and distributable to the certificate-
holders. 

Human Resource
Human resource development comes on the top of the company’s strategic objectives, as the 
company believes that investment in human resources is the key to the success of economic 
and commercial investments. The company has a clear strategy to sustain and develop 
personnel capabilities and talents through effective mechanisms, which starts with periodical 
evaluation of training needs, then specialized training programs are designed in the fields of
public administration, strategy, technical & financial management, evaluation of investment
opportunities, financial planning, conceptualizing projects’ feasibility, information technology,
supervisory talents, marketing and sales. DAAR capitalizes on three types of training as follows:

 On-job training
 Internship training (short & medium term)
 External training (short, medium & long term)

It is worth mentioning that in recent years, DAAR adopted 
serious nationalization (Saudization) program whereby the 
current portion of Saudi employees accounts for 32% of the 
company’s total work force. The company plans to increase 
the rate of nationalization (Saudization) during the coming two 
years.

Cooperative Resource
The company continued to focus onthis important resource 
in order to develop remedial actions regarding the problems 
associated with investment in the field of real estate in general
and the residential sector in particular. The company cooperated 
with King Abdullah’s parent institution for charity housing, 
Retirement Corporation and International Finance Corporation 
to convene the first conference of mortgage finance in January
2007. The conference aimed at identifying the housing problem, 
magnitude of the problem and related reasons through the 
diagnosis and analysis to develop effective remedy supported by 
successful experiences, which represent scientific and practical
solutions applicable to our socio-economic reality. 

The company, in cooperation with International Finance 
Corporation (IFC), has exerted considerable efforts to develop 
the fundamental concepts of mortgage finance in the kingdom,
which in turn has enhanced the company’s proposals of dealing 
with the existing scarcity of financing mechanisms.
The company cooperated with urban as well as rural municipalities 
and Civil Defense to encourage more developers to invest in 
housing market in order to release the pressure placed on these 
units and therefore, assisting them to achieve the development 
objectives. The company is continuously cooperating with 
all media means, publicity institutions, consultancy firms and
organization in order to earmark the entire issues of residential 
development, its requirements and offer scientific proposals,
which are supported by international experiences and the 
successful local models. These efforts have the highest impact on 
developing intellectual concept relating to real estate in general 
and the residential component in particular, which is expected to 
have positive repercussions on rates of company’s growth.

Marketing:
The company utilizes market studies in identifying the current 
as well as future quality & quantity of the products required by 
the real estate market, its optimum locations, acceptable prices 

and formulating the related sales promotion programs. This has 
enabled the company to be always ready for utilizing current as 
well as future opportunities, which in turn enhances the volume 
of returns and annual profits. The marketing processes are
categorized as follows:

Marketing of Developed Land Projects:
 The company establishes a marketing office on developed

land project site, which targets potential customers.
 The company authorizes a special marketing team to be present 

in all company’s branches in the Kingdom to attend to the 
operations of land sale to wealthy customers.

  The company sells land via agents/specialized real estate 
offices, which receive related fees from land purchase.

 In some exceptional cases, the company sells by auctions on 
project site.     

Marketing of Residential Projects
 At the pre-construction phase (off-plan sales). 
 At the pre -finishing phase, which is at completion of 75% of

the residential unit.
 At the phase of 100% completion of the residential unit 

(turnkey). 
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Regulatory relations:

Alliance with Turner International
In January 2005, DAAR made an agreement with Turner International Construction 
Company to provide managerial support, allowing DAAR to develop investment projects’ 
organizational, planning and executive capabilities and application of Turner’s effective 
management program. The alliance aims at benefiting from Turner’s program management
expertise in all stages of project implementation in order to achieve competitive prices 
(through achieving cost savings, standardizing span of time and restoring high quality). 
The scope of work of the strategic alliance agreement comprises project conceptualization & 
planning (pre-development phase), design, resources management, procurement of project 
inputs, management of construction site, monitoring of project implementation process and 
on-job training of company’s staff.

Alliance with CLUTTONS
In June 2005, the company agreed with CLUTTONS, which is a British company specializing 
in real estate market strategies, in order to obtain consultancy services in the field of
marketing. The agreement aims at assessing and evaluating DAAR’S marketing as well as 
sales procedures and developing comprehensive marketing strategy inclusive of practical 
model of marketing & sales of residential units, which the company intends to establish 
during the coming years. CLUTTONS scope of work also includes promoting & developing 
the capabilities of marketing & sales staff, transfer of marketing knowledge and transfer of 
effective technologies in order to evaluate customer’s requirements as well as customer’s 
purchasing power. The main scope of work could be summarized as follows: 

 Conceptualization and implementation of effective marketing strategies.
 Coordination of organizational structure of marketing and sales activities, qualifying & 

training taskforces and enhancing marketing structure. 
 Developing effective communication systems in order to enable efficient management of

marketing and sales operations, accomplishing interrelating activities and objectives and 
minimizing unproductive work.

 Specifying and enhancing the factors that achieve customers’ satisfaction. 

Alliance with the International Finance Corporation, Arab National Bank, Kingdom 
Installment Company to establish Saudi Home Loans Company (SHL)
Kingdom Installment Company contributed to financing the purchase of real estate assets
developed by the company by awarding loans to purchasers. The rate of such financing
will be reduced and will entirely be replaced by Saudi Housing Finance Company, which 
is established by the approval of Saudi Monetary Authority as well as other regulatory 
authorities. The new company will be joint stock company for mortgage finance, offer
simplified terms and Sharia compliant real estate credit facilities that target middle-income
group. The company’s ownership structure includes DAAR, Kingdom Installment Company 
(related party), Arab National Bank and International Finance Corporation. Such an alliance 
is likely to encourage the increasing demand generated by the target population group for 
owning real estate assets, instead of paying relatively high rents for units not owned by 
them.

Riyadh Central Area Development Project
As per the approval of Riyadh Development High Bureau 
issued on 24/10/1427 Hijri to form an alliance composed 
of a group of investment & real estate development firms,
Riyadh Construction Company has been authorized to form 
an investment alliance to develop Zaheera area of Riyadh City 
Centre. On 11/07/2007, corresponding to 25/6/1428 Hiri, 
DAAR has signed a founding investor agreement with Riyadh 
Construction Company. 

The scope of work of the alliance in question is to 
conceptualize development plans, optimally deal with 
numerous ownerships, develop related infrastructure and 
develop parts of the area as pilot schemes that encourage other 
developers. Moreover, the scope of work includes involving 
other developers to complement the related development by 
purchasing and developing the rest of the area under direct 
supervision of Riyadh Construction Company. Capitalizing 
on comprehensive construction as well as traffic studies,
the developer will have the option of proposing buildings’ 
heights, building intensity and distribution of utilities in the 
related area.

DAAR Alliance with CRAI
The company has entered into an alliance with CRAI, 
which has prolonged experience in the field of strategic
planning, to enhance DAAR capability in the field of strategic
management. The alliance aims at achieving highest rates 
of performance and achieving the compliance of company’s 
vision, mission and their accomplishment through effective 
business programs and implementation plans.

Subsidiary Companies

Asayel Real Estate Company Ltd.: Limited liability 
Company, incorporated in Kingdom of Saudi Arabia by 
virtue of commercial register # 1010230572, dated 13/
03/1428 Higri, issued in Riyadh. DAAR direct and indirect 
ownership accounts for 100% of its capital, which amounts 
to SR 500,000 as at 31/12/2007. The company’s functional 
activities are land purchase/acquisition to establish buildings 
on it, investing land by sale or lease, real estates purchase & 
ownership, general contracting of residential & commercial 
buildings, wholesale & retail of sanitary wear, sanitary 
materials, electric appliances, paints, building materials, 
stationary and vehicles. 

Maqar Real Estate Investment Company Ltd.: 
Limited liability Company, incorporated in Kingdom of Saudi 

Arabia by virtue of commercial register # 1010227784, dated 
12/01/1428 Hijri, issued in Riyadh. DAAR direct and indirect 
ownership accounts for 100% of its capital, which amounts 
to SR 500,000 as at 31/12/3007. The company’s functional 
activities are land purchase/acquisition to establish buildings 
on it, investing land by sale or lease, real estates purchase & 
ownership, general contracting of residential & commercial 
buildings, wholesale & retail of sanitary wear, sanitary 
materials, electric appliances, paints, building materials, 
stationary and vehicles. 

Related Party Transactions
   KIC is a limited liability company, incorporated on 14/05/

1421 Hijri with a capital of 70 million Saudi Riyals and owns 
7.69% of DAAR shares. KIC functions are housing finance,
vehicle finance & trading, vehicles spare parts trading,
furnished caravans, tires, batteries, electronic appliances, 
land purchase/acquisition to establish buildings on it, 
investing land by sale or lease, import & export services, 
third party marketing and trading agencies. The company 
undertakes that there is no exclusive relationship with KIC 
as the selection of KIC for leasing is the sole decision 
of the customer, which is based on his/her perception 
of the financing options available in the market by
numerous installment entities in addition to KIC. During 
the last year, DAAR transactions with KIC amounted to SR 
355,478,215.

   DAAR owns 15% of SHL, the capital of which is two billion 
Saudi Riyals and jointly incorporated by KIC, DAAR, IFC 
and ANB. SHL is a joint stock company and its functions 
are developing economic housing in the Kingdom, offering 
mortgage finance products, issue real estate financing & 
contracts, issue & develop regular income instruments 
(mortgage-backed securities) in the Kingdom.

  The company signed an underwriting contract with a number 
of banks, including UIB with respect to first SUKUK issue of
US $ 600,000,000, whereby UIB portion of the mentioned 
underwriting accounted for 5.882% (i.e. equivalent to US $ 
35,292,000) and UIB received US $ 882,300 in fees.  The 
company also signed an underwriting contract with a number 
of banks, including UIB with respect to second SUKUK issue 
of US $ 1,000,000,000, whereby UIB portion of the mentioned 
underwriting accounted for 6.25% (i.e. equivalent to US $ 
62,500,000) and UIB received US $ 1,250,000 in fees. 
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Organization and Management:

The company has developed a mechanism to prepare and implement business plans by means 
of taskforces composed of DAAR employees, DAAR allied parties and DAAR partners in order to 
boost DAAR employees’ capabilities of implementing the related plans and eventually assist the 
management in taking the right and effective decisions. 

Board of Directors
A board of directors, the members of which are academically qualified, well experienced and
uniquely knowledgeable about the field of business practice, manage the company. The board of
directors is composed of the following members:

Name Nationality Capacity Status

Mr. Yousef Bin Abdullah Al Shelash Saudi Chairman Non-executive

Mr. Abdullatif Bin Abdullah Al Shalash Saudi Member Executive

Mr. Hethloul Bin Saleh Al Hethloul Saudi Member Non-executive

Mr. Khalid Bin Abdullah Al Shalash Saudi Member Non-executive

Mr. Majed Bin Roumi Al Roumi Saudi Member Non-executive

Mr. Abdulkarim Bin Hamad Al Babteen Saudi Member Independent

Mr. Abdulaziz Bin Abdullah Al Shelash Saudi Member Non-executive

Mr. Tariq Bin Mohammed Al Jarallah Saudi Member Non-executive

Mr. Majed Bin Abdulrahman Al Kasem Saudi Member Independent

Vacant Member

Vacant Member

 

It is worth mentioning that DAAR board of directors has issued its approval to nominate two new 
members and consequently the number of the board members will become 11 for the remaining 
period of the board lifetime. The nomination period will commence as of 17/02/1429 (corresponding 
to 24/02/2008 G) Hijri & expire on 02/03/1429 Hijri (corresponding to 10/03/2008) and then calls 
for an extra-ordinary general assembly meeting to solicit such nomination and amend article (17) 
of the company’s bylaws accordingly.

as real estate industry in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. The 
managing director manages the company and he is solely 
responsible to the board of directors for company’s performance 
and achievement of its objectives.

Employees
The number of DAAR employees as at 31/12/2007 amounted to 
405. Personnel employment is effected as per the requirements of 
the company’s activities as well as expansion programs adopted 
by the company. Employment process is subject to specific and
strict formalities through convening personal interviews, written 
examinations and medical analysis. Thence after related employment 
contracts are prepared as per Saudi labor laws. In general, the 
company offers all employees housing allowances, health insurance 
in addition to regular salaries and other privileges.

Meetings Schedule
The board convenes meeting on quarterly basis and the 
chairman sets the dates of board meetings. During 2007, the 
board convened five meetings attended by the chairman & all
board members.

Remuneration of Board Members 
Board members did not receive their remuneration, which is 
awarded as per article (42) of the company’s bylaws, at a rate 
of 10% of the net profits for the years 2004, 2005, 2006. Board
members only received a remuneration of SR 150,000 per 
member for the years 2004, 2005, 2006. It is noteworthy that the 
board has adopted the proposal of nomination & remuneration 
committee, which states the cancellation of allocating 10% of 
the net profits to board members’ remunerations and amending
the remuneration to be SR 200,000 per member in addition to 
SR 3,000 per board meeting and/or board committees meeting. 
The board recommended calling for an extra-ordinary general 
assembly meeting to solicit the mentioned proposal and amend 
article (21) & article (42) of the company’s bylaws accordingly.

Executive Management
DAAR higher management is composed of personnel of high 
competence & long experience in the field real estate as well

Distribution of employees by location
Riyadh

51%

Jeddah
41%

Medina
2%

Yanbu
2%

Western Region
2%

Mecca
2%
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As per the corporate governance ordinance act issued by Capital Market Authorities via resolution 
# 1-212-2006 dated 21/10/14 (corresponding to 13/11/2006), the company is in the process of 
finalizing the application of an internal ordinance of corporate governance, which complies with
corporate governance ordinance act issued by Capital Market Authorities.
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The board recommended calling for an extra-ordinary general assembly meeting to amend 
the bylaws to state that simultaneous amalgamation of the chairman and managing director 
positions, is not permitted. Moreover, the extra-ordinary general assembly meeting is to 
conclude the process intended to fill the two vacant positions of board members in order to
increase the board membership to 11 members. The board has also adopted the proposal of 
nomination & remuneration committee, which states cancellation of allocating 10% of the 
net profits to board members’ remunerations and amending the remuneration to SR 200,000
annually per member in addition to SR 3,000 per board meeting and/or board committees 
meeting and amend the related article of the company’s bylaws accordingly.
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Board Committees
As per company’s ordinance of corporate governance, numerous committees have been formed 
to monitor the issues of corporate governance as stipulated in the company’s bylaws, policies and 
internal procedures. Committees have initiated proper control measures of the related operations, 
which are enforceable by the board of directors as well as the executive management. Moreover, 
committees have initiated proper measures of internal supervision and control. Therefore, the 
board of directors has formed a number of committees to monitor core business functions as 
follows:

Audit Committee
The committee is composed of three members nominated by the board of directors and during 
2007, the committee convened four meetings. The committee is responsible for monitoring 
principles and criteria of risks management, internal supervision of company’s activities, 
accounting systems, financial reports and auditing of company’s financials. Moreover, the
committee is responsible for the process of declaring company’s information, annual internal 
audit of company’s financials, compliance with regulatory and legal requirements, pursuing
compliance of financing sources with Islamic financing principles and reporting related failures
and/or weaknesses to the Board of Directors (whenever and wherever realized). 

Nomination and Remuneration Committee
The committee is composed of three members and during 2007, the committee convened 
two meetings. The committee is responsible for nomination of board membership, annual 
review of competence requirements of board membership, preparing detailed description of 
capabilities & qualifications of board membership including time, which the board member
should dedicate to work schedule of the board, reviewing board structure and recommending 
necessary modifications/alterations and specifying strengths and weaknesses of the board and
recommending the related remedial actions. Moreover, the committee should annually ensure 
independence of independent board members, non-existence of conflict of interests (if concerned
member occupies board membership of another company) and initiate clear remuneration policy 
regarding board members and high executives. 

Investment Committee
The committee is composed of five members and its duties include reviewing and approving long-
term real estate strategy, reviewing, approving annual real estate plan, studying risk management 
policy and data relating to investment management as well as real estate development, and 
submitting necessary recommendations to the board of directors. Studying investment proposals 
and submit necessary recommendations to the board of directors, facilitating investment 
processes and removing any related handicaps, studying operations of potential ownership and 
sales and submitting necessary recommendations. Studying professional and organizational 
issues relating to real estate development, submitting necessary recommendations and 
discussing them with the board of directors and studying Government legislations relating to 
real estate and submit necessary recommendations to the board of directors. 

Executive Committee 
The committee is composed of three members and chaired by 
DAAR chairman in addition to the membership of two directors. 
The duties of the committee include conducting weekly 
meetings to review CEO reports on performance as well as work 
commitments, reviewing and evaluating investment proposals 
in collaboration with the investment committee. Moreover, 
duties of the committee also include initiating transparent 
arrangements and criteria to substantiate company’s progress 
in achieving its objectives, exchanging ideas & information with 
departments’ managers in order to coordinate their activities 
towards achieving company’s objectives and conceptualizing 
short-term strategic objectives & ensuring availability of related 
human as well as financial resources.
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Most important projects
Al-Qasar residential project 
Al-Qasar commercial project (Al-Qasar mall)
Al-Tilal project
Shams Al-Riyadh
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Most important projects
Al-Qasr residential project: 
the project is located in Riyadh, in Al-Sawidi neighborhood. The project comprises of 4,000 
units of villas, apartments and commercial facilities developed on a total area of 813,389 square 
meters. The total built area is estimated to be 711,059 square meters, 359,014 square meters of 
which is allocated to residential units, 317,551 square meters is allocated to commercial units 
and 34,494 square meters is allocated to office facilities.
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Al-Qasar commercial project (Al-Qasar mall):
the project is located in Riyadh and comprises four-storey building and an underground car-
park facility. The project contains restaurants, cafes, entertainment centers, supermarkets, 
hypermarkets and retail commercial facilities. The total rentable area of the commercial project is 
86,500 square meters and a memorandum of understanding has been signed with P.D.M Middle 
East Company to manage project operation.
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Al-Tilal project:
the project is located in Al-Medina Al-Munawara, only 7 kilometers away from the Prophet Holly 
Mosque on an area of 2.22 million square meters. The project will be implemented over three 
phases and comprises 1,437 units in addition to 1,113,717 square meters of developed land, 
which is allocated to residential buildings, commercial centers and public services facilities.
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Shams Al-Riyadh:
The project is located in Al-Dareeya province of Riyadh City and occupies an area of five million 
square meters. The project comprises 8,000 residential units of different sizes, commercial 
buildings, central markets and retail markets. The project is considered to be the biggest 
residential project ever developed by the private sector in the Kingdom.
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The company pursues the development of the economic environment. To that effect, the 
company assessed the entire regulatory and procedural hurdles, which restrict achievements 
of its objectives. The company presents them to the concerned authorities as well as the public 
opinion through conferences, symposiums and all means of media. 
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The objective of this issue is to complement legislative, 
systematic as well as procedural matrix, which encourages the 
real estate sector to share the achievement of the predetermined 
development objectives, specifically in the field of housing that
accounts for about 70% of the real estate sector. The company’s 
efforts have received considerable response by regulators, and 
such response has resulted in rising concern by Government 
related entities and other specialized entities, specifically with
respect to financing issues, and has created enthusiasm to
take remedial actions. Consequently the related authorities are 
currently making necessary arrangements to issue mortgage law, 
which will represent a quantum leap in enhancing the market 
forces that enable the company to achieve its objectives.

In addition to being either a shelter, commercial or investment 
activity premises, the company is determined to achieve 
economic, social, psychological, security, health and 
environmental dimensions of residences as well as other real 
estate products. This could be materialized through applying 
the international concept of integrated community development, 
which necessitates the simultaneous development of 
infrastructure as well as superstructure and then developing 
the high quality buildings of maximized value in a span of time 
not exceeding five years. This is in addition to the development
of the entire services, which are inclusive of entertainment 
services, greeneries and wide platforms. The application 
of the development philosophy in question has obtained 
considerable encouragement by town municipalities because 
such development philosophy saves money and spare efforts, 
which municipalities used to exert over many years. Moreover, 
such development philosophy has also restored psychological 
comfort as well as security with respect to concerned inhabitants 
who acquire residences of high quality, maximized value and 

with varying areas as well as varying designs. These residences 
could be owned through reasonable financing options that
preserve savings and accumulate national wealth instead 
of depreciating them as is evident in neighborhoods that are 
individually developed over an extremely long span of time. 
  
The company contributed to social issue through the patronage 
of numerous intellectual activities, which contribute to the 
diagnosis and analysis of such issues as well as presenting 
innovative remedial solutions. The company either patronized 
or contributed to the patronage of the following:

 Riyadh economic symposium, which convened in 2007 under 
the patronage of the custodian of the two Holy Mosques. 

 Saudi economy symposium, which organized by Saudi 
Economy Society and convened under the patronage of His 
Highness Prince Salman Bin Abdulaziz, Prince of Riyadh 
Region

 Third housing symposium under the patronage of His 
Highness Prince Salman Bin Abdulaziz, Prince of Riyadh 
Region

 The Saudi Accountants Bureau gathering. 
The company also patronized a number of communication 
activities relating to the real estate sector as follows:
 Jeddah 5th International Exhibition of real estate & mortgage 

finance.
 Medina 4th Exhibition of building & real estates.
 Riyadh 10th Exhibition of real estate development.
 City Escape Exhibition, which convened in October 2007 and 

considered the biggest international real estate gathering.

Moreover, the company contributed to the festivals of Saudi 
society and to that effect, the company donated two million Saudi 
Riyals to the festivals of the Breakfasting Feast (Eid Al Fitir Al-
Mubarak) for the year 1428 Higri (corresponding to 2007 G).
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Capitalizing on the results of financial performance of the recent years as well as the resolutions
of the company’s general assembly, dividends were paid to shareholders on an annual basis as 
per the company’s income, financial position, market conditions, the general economic situation
and other ruling factors.
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The ruling factors comprise investment opportunities, requirements of reinvestment, cash 
& financial reserves, business capabilities and other organizational considerations. It is
noteworthy that the final decision to that effect is subject to the consent of the general assembly
upon the recommendation of the board of directors. The board of directors has decided to 
call for general assembly meeting as soon as possible to debate and decide on the board 
recommendation of dividends distribution for the fiscal year ending on 31/12/2007, which is
amounting to SR 1,620,000,000 at a rate of SR 3 per share.
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The company issued the financial statements for the fiscal year ending on 31/12/2007 and the 
financial results indicate balanced growth, reflect promising strategies and plans for the development 
of the residential environment, which is based on international standards/specifications without 
neglecting the importance of developing the socio-economic environment. 
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The company’s management undertakes that accounting registry system has been prepared 
in the right manner and that internal monitoring system has been prepared on adequate basis 
and implemented   effectively. There is no question about the company’s ability to continue its 
activities.
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Summary of the financial results for the period 2005 – 2007
Balance sheet (000 Riyals)

2007 2006 2005

Current assets 7,238,189 11,426,001 10,551,666

Long term assets 10,975,543 90,022 138,612

Net fixed assets 160,596 165,565 133,525

Total assets 18,374,327 11,681,588 10,823,802

    

Current  liabilities 969,602 652,736 404,174

Murabahas & SUKUK 6,400,000 414,024 0

Provision for end of service benefits 4,475 3,152 1,902

Total liabilities 7,374,077 1,069,912 406,076

    

Capital 5,400,000 5,400,000 5,400,000

Statuary reserve 3,242,254 3,242,254 3,242,254

Retained earnings 2,357,996 1,969,422 1,775,472

Shareholders equity 11,000,250 10,611,676 10,417,726

Total liabilities & shareholders equity 18,374,327 11,681,588 10,823,802

Share book value 20.37 19.65 19.29

 

Summary of the financial results for the period 2005 – 2007
Income statement (000 Riyals)

2007 2006 2005

Revenue 4,925,933 4,352,587 4,196,817

Cost of sales (2,517,925) (2,229,876) (2,167,174)

 

Operating expenses  2,408,008  2,122,712 2,029,644 

Sales & marketing expenses 39,086 15,658 15,206

General & Administrative expenses 43,769 24,888 23,622

Participation expenses 12,591 13,310 121,514

Depreciation of fixed assets 18,441 17,256 13,253

Amortization of deferred expenses 24,027 1,100 1,100

Total operating expenses 137,913 72,211 174,694

Net income from operations 2,270,095 2,050,500 1,854,949

Other activities results    

Net Islamic Murabahas (6,156) 0 0

SUKUK expenses (271,923) 0 0

Other Income 45,149 33,667 66,791

Net income before Zakat 2,037,165 2,084,167 1,921,740

Estimated Zakat allocation (28,591) (270,217) (146,268)

Year’s net income 2,008,574 1,813,950 1,775,472

Profit per share 3.72 3.36 3.29
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The following table explains some of the financial indicators

Particulars 2007 2006

Returns (Saudi Riyals) 4,925,932,752 4,352,587,354

Net income (Saudi Riyals) 2,008,574,349 1,813,950,117

%age of prompted reimbursement %2.44 %0.17

%age of marketing & sales expenses 0.79% 0.36%

%age of general & administrative expenses 0.89% 0.57%

Return on working capital 34.23% 17.51%

Return on capital 37.20% 33.60%

Returns on shareholders equity 18.26% 17.09%

Share book value (Saudi Riyals) 20.37 19.65

Profit per share (Saudi Riyals) 3.72 3.36

Revenue for the year 2007, continued to grow and amounted to SR 
4,925,932,752 as compared to SR 4,352,587,354 achieved in the same 
period of the last year, with an increase of 13% as compared to the 3.71% 
increase in 2006. This confirms the increasing growth rate of income
as well as investment from a year to another. Despite the increase in the 
expenses of Islamic facilities, such an increase had a positive impact on 
reducing the cost of the working capital intended for project finance, which
in turn has positive impact on increasing the net income by 10% in 2007. 
Moreover, in spite of the increase in the volume of company’s projects, the 
considerable growth in the revenues and the net income, which has led 
to an increase in the portions of sales and marketing expenses as well as 
general and administrative expenses as compared to the previous year, but 
such increase never reached 2% of company’s revenues. This confirms that
the company’s success in cost control and adoption of the best scientific
& practical techniques of finance, implementation, marketing and sale of
company’s projects, which could be apparent in reduction of sales and 
marketing expenses as well as general and administrative expenses. This 
confirms that the company has achieved a net profit of 40.78% of any single
Riyal of revenues after covering cost of sales and all other expenses like 
general and administrative expenses, financing expenses and other related
expenses. One of the important indicators is the considerable increase in the 
net income per share, which amounted to SR 3.72 in 2007 as compared to 
SR 3.36 in 2006, i.e. 10% increase and this implies more confidence in the
company’s ability to continue the growing performance.

One of the main indicators is the return on capital, which reached 37.20% in 2007 as compared to 33.60% in 2006, which 
implies an increase of 10.71%. Moreover, the rate of return on shareholders’ equity was 18.26% in 2007 as compared to 
17.09% in 2006 and this is attributable to the business nature, which is known for minor/limited risks with respect to investors 
and owners.

The company’s ability of simultaneously meeting its commitments to creditors and achieving profits is one of the important
characteristics of efficiency & effectiveness of the company’s management. It is most important to reveal measurement
indicators of exchange and cash, as shown in the above graph. The company’s financial strength and ability to pay due debts
on maturity, is quite apparent. Cash in banks in 2007 amounted to SR 3,346,864,936 as compared to SR 183,645,137 in 
2006. This implies an increment of 1,722% that escalated the prompted reimbursement to SR2.44 per each Riyal of short-term 
commitments, as compared to 0.17 per each Riyal in 2006, which could be attributed to the sufficiency of working capital that
enables the company to meet its due commitments repetitively. 
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The remarkable increase could be shown by the percentage of commitments to total assets that increased from 9.14% in 2006 to 40.13% 
in 2007, which indicates that only 60% of company’s projects were financed by shareholders’ equity in 2007, as compared to 91% in
2006. This remarkable and prompt development is attributed to the company’s success in issuing first and second Islamic SUKUK in
2007 that enabled the increase of the company’s total assets by 57%, as compared to the previous year. Moreover, the financing strategy
has changed to focus on medium and long term commitments that commensurate with such industry. This success is due to the ability 
of company’s management of convincing the local and financial institutions in KSA of the feasibility of real estate investment as well as
the company’s seriousness and ability of implementing strategic plans on the basis of international standards that comply with the local 
Islamic environment.

Finally, one of the most important indicators is the continuous increasing book value of the company’s share, which is increased from 
SR 19.65 in 2006 to SR 20.37 in 2007 at a growth rate of 8%, which demonstrates the strength of the company’s financial position as
well as its ability to sustain revenue growth.
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Consolidated Balance Sheet As At  31 December 2007
Exhibit A

Note    2007      2006   
   SR.    SR

ASSETS
Current Assets
Cash and cash equivalents ( 3 ) 3,346,864,936 183,645,137
Accounts receivable, net ( 4 ) 483,560,967 480,658,726
Short-term investments ( 5 ) 6,645,485 77,000,000
Projects in progress ( 6 ) 2,244,735,073 7,935,867,500
Developed lands 551,387,179 2,530,783,255
Prepaid expenses and others ( 7 ) 601,418,420 215,521,365
Due from related party ( 8 )            3,576,494             2,524,824
Total current assets     7,238,188,554    11,426,000,807
Non-Current Assets
Project in progress ( 6 ) 8,552,505,918 --
Developed lands ( 9 ) 2,234,451,566 --
Long-term investments ( 5 ) -- 87,510,000
Investment in capital of other companies ( 5 ) 75,000,000 --
Fixed assets, net ( 10 ) 160,596,266 165,565,132
Deferred charges ( 11 ) 113,585,023 2,512,164
Total non-current assets   11,136,138,773         255,587,296
TOTAL ASSETS   18,374,327,327    11,681,588,103

LIABILITIES AND SHAREHOLDERS‘ EQUITY
Current Liabilities
Islamic Murabaha ( 12 ) 400,000,000 414,023,661
Projects’ shareholders ( 13 ) 3,052,400 34,530,092
Accounts payable ( 14 ) 104,666,993 45,179,040
Accrued expenses and others ( 15 ) 861,882,477 572,097,067
Due to related party ( 8 )                          --                929,964
Total current liabilities     1,369,601,870      1,066,759,824
Non-Current Liabilities
Islamic sukuk ( 16 ) 6,000,000,000 --
Provision for end-of-service Benefits ( 17 )            4,475,307             3,152,478
Total non - current liabilities     6,004,475,307             3,152,478
Shareholders’ Equity
Capital ( 18 ) 5,400,000,000 5,400,000,000
Statutory reserve ( 19 ) 3,242,253,763 3,242,253,763
Retained earnings     2,357,996,387      1,969,422,038
Total shareholders’ equity - Exhibit D   11,000,250,150    10,611,675,801
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND SHAREHOLDERS‘ EQUITY   18,374,327,327    11,681,588,103

THE ACCOMPANYING NOTES FROM ( 1 ) TO (26) CONSTITUTE AN INTEGRAL 
PART OF THESE CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

Consolidated Statement Of Income For The Year Ended 31 December 2007
Exhibit B

    Note      2007      2006   

   SR.    SR.

Revenues 4,925,932,752 4,352,587,354

Cost of revenues  (2,517,924,572)   (2,229,875,697)

Gross income ( 20 ) 2,408,008,180 2,122,711,657

Sales & marketing expenses ( 21 ) (39,085,943) (15,658,479)

General and administrative expenses ( 22 ) (43,768,855) (24,887,542)

Participation expenses (12,591,077) (13,309,914)

Depreciation of fixed assets (18,440,619) (17,256,035)

Amortization of deferred charges       (24,026,567)          (1,099,508)

Net income from principal activities 2,270,095,119 2,050,500,179

Murabaha, net (6,156,444) --
Sukuk expenses (271,922,708) --

Other income          45,149,464          33,666,923

Net income before Zakat 2,037,165,431 2,084,167,102

Estimated Zakat provision ( 23)       (28,591,082)      (270,216,985)

Net income for the year - Exhibit D     2,008,574,349     1,813,950,117

Earning per share (25) 3.7195 3.3591

THE ACCOMPANYING NOTES FROM ( 1 ) TO (26) CONSTITUTE AN INTEGRAL 
PART OF THESE CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

DAR AL ARKAN REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT COMPANY 
And its subsidiaries

Saudi Shareholding Company
Riyadh – Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

DAR AL ARKAN REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT COMPANY 
And its subsidiaries

Saudi Shareholding Company
Riyadh – Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
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consolidated statement of cash flows for the year ended 31 december 2007
Exhibit C

2007 2006
SR SR

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Net income for the year 2,008,574,349 1,813,950,117
Adjustments to reconcile net profit to net cash provided by
operating activities:
Depreciation of property and equipment 18,440,619 17,256,035
Amortization of deferred charges 24,026,567 1,099,508
End-of-service benefit allocated to expenses 1,524,476 1,375,040
Provision for doubtful accounts 377,586 350,521
Changes in Operating Assets and Liabilities
(Increase) in accounts receivable (3,279,827) (43,157,778)
Decrease / (Increase) in developed lands 1,979,396,076 (735,114,981)
Decrease / (Increase) in projects in progress 5,691,132,427 (342,956,776)
(Increase) in prepaid expenses and others (385,897,055) (136,930,198)
Net transactions with related parties (1,981,634) (1,594,860)
(Decrease) in projects’ shareholders (31,477,692) (49,295,979)
Increase / (Decrease) in accounts payables 59,487,953 (49,692,284)
Increase in accrued expenses & others 289,785,410 346,620,082
End-of-service benefits paid                  (201,647)                   (124,618)
Net cash from operating activities          9,649,907,608              821,783,829
Cash Flows from Investing Activities 
Purchase of fixed assets (13,471,753) (49,296,530)
Deferred charges (135,099,426) --
Developed lands (2,234,451,566) --
Projects in progress (8,552,505,918) --
Investments               82,864,515                91,514,965
Net cash (used in) / from investing activities     (10,852,664,148)                42,218,435
Cash Flows from Financing Activities
Islamic Sukuk 6,000,000,000 --
Islamic Murabaha (14,023,661) 414,023,661
Dividends (1,620,000,000) (1,620,000,000)
Net cash from / (used in) financing activities 4,365,976,339 (1,205,976,339)
Increase / (Decrease) in cash and cash equivalents 3,163,219,799 (341,974,075)
Cash and cash equivalents, beginning of the year              183,645,137              525,619,212
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS, END OF THE YEAR - EXHIBIT A          3,346,864,936              183,645,137

THE ACCOMPANYING NOTES FROM ( 1 ) TO (26) CONSTITUTE AN INTEGRAL 
PART OF THESE Consolidated FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Consolidated Statement of Changes in Shareholders’ equity 
For The Year Ended 31 December 2007

Exhibit D

Capital Statutory 
Reserve Retained Earnings Total

SR. SR. SR. SR.

Shareholders Equity as of 1 January 2006 5,400,000,000 3,242,253,763 1,775,471,921 10,417,725,684

Dividends -- -- (1,620,000,000) (1,620,000,000)

Net Income for the year  – Exhibit B --  -- 1,813,950,117 1,813,950,117

Shareholders Equity as of 31 December 
2006- Exhibit “A” 5,400,000,000 3,242,253,763 1,969,422,038 10,611,675,801

Dividends -- -- (1,620,000,000) (1,620,000,000)

Net income for the year - Exhibit B -- -- 2,008,574,349 2,008,574,349

Shareholders equity as of 31 December 
2007 - Exhibit A 5,400,000,000 3,242,253,763 2,357,996,387 11,000,250,150

THE ACCOMPANYING NOTES FROM ( 1 ) TO (26) CONSTITUTE AN INTEGRAL 
PART OF THESE Consolidated FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

DAR AL ARKAN REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT COMPANY 
And its subsidiaries

Saudi Shareholding Company
Riyadh – Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

DAR AL ARKAN REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT COMPANY 
And its subsidiaries

Saudi Shareholding Company
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NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMETNS 

1- STATUS AND ACTIVITIES 

A- DAR AL ARKAN REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT COMPANY AND ITS SUBSIDIARIES – Saudi Shareholding Company 
(referred to hereinafter as the “Company”) operates under the Commercial Registration No. 1010160195 dated 16/4/1421H, issued in 
Riyadh.

The Company operates in the field of purchasing and possessing real estate and lands, constructing buildings for the purpose of investing
thereof by renting or selling in favor of the company. The Company operates in general construction of residential and commercial 
buildings (construction, maintenance, demolition and reconstruction), wholesale, and retail in sanitary materials, plumbing, electrical, 
paints, construction materials, office equipment and motor vehicles either in cash or by installment payments.  

B- Assael Real Estate Company – Limited Liability Company (referred to hereinafter as the “Subsidiary Company”) operates 
under the Commercial Registration No. 1010230572 dated 13/3/1428H, issued in Riyadh.

The Subsidiary Company operates in the field of lands, constructing buildings for the purpose of investing thereof by renting or selling
in favor of the company. The Subsidiary Company operates in general construction of buildings (construction, maintenance, demolition 
and reconstruction), wholesale, and retail in sanitary materials, plumbing, electrical, paints, construction materials, office equipment and
motor vehicles either in cash or by installment payments.

The ownership of DAR AL ARKAN REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT COMPANY in this subsidiary is equal to 100%.

C- Maqar Real Estate Investment Company – Limited Liability Company (referred to hereinafter as the “Subsidiary Company”) 
operates under the Commercial Registration No. 1010227784 dated 12/1/1428H, issued in Riyadh.
The Subsidiary Company operates in the field of purchasing lands, constructing buildings for the purpose of investing thereof by renting
or selling in favor of the company. The Subsidiary Company operates in general construction of residential and commercial buildings, 
wholesale, and retail in sanitary materials, plumbing, electrical, paints, construction materials, office equipment and motor vehicles.

The ownership of DAR AL ARKAN REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT COMPANY in this subsidiary is equal to 100%.

The accompanying consolidated financial statements include assets, liabilities and the results of operation of the commercial registrations
mentioned above.  

2- SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES:

The accompanying financial statements have been prepared in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles of the Kingdom
of Saudi Arabia, The significant accounting policies applied in the preparation of these financial statements are as follows:

a. Accounting Convention:
These financial statements have been prepared under the historical cost convention using accrual basis and going concern concept.

b. Cash and Cash Equivalents:
For the purpose of preparing the cash flows statement, cash and cash equivalents include cash on hand and unrestricted current

accounts with banks.

c. Accounts Receivable:
Accounts receivable are stated in the accompanying balance sheet at their estimated net realizable value after deducting the related 
provision for doubtful accounts (if any). The provision for doubtful accounts is estimated based on analysis of the collectible balances 
of the accounts receivable at the end of the year.

d. Investments: 
This item represents investment in other companies’ projects against determined percentage of the profit of this project as per
contracts. 

e. Investment in Capital of other companies:
The company is classifying the investments, “which represent 20%to 50% of ownership equities or voting interests” as investment 
in capital of other companies. The investments with more than 50% ownership or voting interest are classified as investments in
subsidiaries companies.
The equity method is used to evaluate and record these investments. The unrealized revenues are considered in the consolidated 
statements of income in accordance with the financial statements of investee and subsidiary companies.

f. Fixes assets:
Fixed assets are stated at cost net of accumulated depreciation. Depreciation is computed by using the straight-line methods over the 
estimated useful lives of the assets are as follows: 

Buildings     3%
Vehicles     25%
Furniture and fixtures   20-25%
Electrical appliances   20-25%
Leasehold improvements   5-20%
Prefabricated houses   25%
Tools     20%
Signboards    20%

g. Deferred charges: 
The company amortizes deferred charges using the straight-line method over five years.
h. Provision for End-of-Service benefits:
Provision for end-of-service benefits is calculated and provided for in accordance with Saudi Labor Regulation.  

i. Zakat Provision:
Zakat is measured and recognized in the statement of income for each financial period pursuant to Zakat Regulation in the Kingdom
of Saudi Arabia. The provision for Zakat is reconciled in the financial year in which the final assessment of Zakat is issued. Variances
between the amount of provision for Zakat and the final assessment are recognized in the statement of income as changes in accounting
estimates and included in the financial period in which the final assessment of Zakat is issued.

j. Revenue Recognition:
Revenue from rendering of services is generally recognized upon selling the projects and relinquishing their ownership, which 
concurrently coincide with the issuance of sales contracts.

DAR AL ARKAN REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT COMPANY 
And its subsidiaries

Saudi Shareholding Company
Riyadh – Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
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k. General, Administrative & Marketing Expenses:
General, administrative, and marketing expenses are measured and recognized as a period cost at the time when such expenses are 
incurred. Expenses benefiting more than one financial period are allocated over such periods using their historical cost.

l. Foreign Currency Transactions:
Transactions in foreign currencies are converted into Saudi Riyals at rates of exchange ruling at the date of these transactions. Asset and 
liabilities at the balance sheet date are converted into Saudi Riyals at rates of exchange prevailing at the balance sheet date. Gains or 
losses resulting from the variation in exchange rates are taken currently to statement of income.

3- CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS:
This item is summarized as follows:

   2007       2006    

    SR.     SR.

Cash on hand 315,037 179,188

Checking accounts with local banks in Saudi Riyals 2,006,319,097 183,465,949

Islamic deposits     1,340,230,802                         --

Total – Exhibit A     3,346,864,936        183,645,137

4-  ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE, NET:
This item is summarized as follows:

2007 2006
SR. SR.

Accounts receivable 488,039,495 484,759,668
Provision for doubtful accounts        (4,478,528)          (4,100,942)

Accounts receivable, net – Exhibit A       483,560,967        480,658,726

5- INVESTMENTS:
A. Short-term investments:
This item represents the company’s participation in financing investment projects of other companies according to authenticated
contracts for achieving gains on the share of those companies’ profits through their projects during financial periods ranging from one
year “short-term” and two years “long-tem”.

B. Investment in capital of other companies:

Name of the Company   Ownership %      2007    
    SR.

Saudi Financing Company (Sahel) (Under establishment)  15% 75,000,000

6- PROJECTS IN PROGRESS:
A- Short-term projects in progress:
This item is summarized as follows: - 

   2007      2006   
   SR.    SR.

Villas 727,108,988 2,445,552,380
Lands      1,517,626,085         5,490,315,120

Total – Exhibit A      2,244,735,073         7,935,867,500
      
- Short term-projects in progress represent the expenditure on projects which were executed by the company for purpose of resale within 
short term period.

B- Long-term projects in progress:
This item is summarized as follows: - 

   2007   
   SR.

Villas 2,691,685,247
Lands      5,860,820,671

Total – Exhibit A     8,552,505,918
      
Long-term projects in progress represent projects of villas and lands owned by the company. These projects will be transferred to the 
company’s assets once they are completed.

7- PREPAID EXPENSES AND OTHERS:
This item is summarized as follows: - 

   2007      2006   

   SR.    SR.

Prepaid expenses 8,447,313 2,535,249

Margin on letters of guarantees -- 376,292

Islamic Murabaha expenses -- 4,703,277

Refundable deposits -- 14,576,452

Accrued revenue 491,419 --

Employees advances and imprests 2,485,094 3,395,659

Advance payments to suppliers 588,409,464 178,600,000

Others          1,585,130           11,334,436

Total – Exhibit A      601,418,420         215,521,365
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8- RELATES PARTIES: 
A. Due from related party:
The movement in this account during the year was as follows:

   2007   

   SR.

Beginning balance 2,524,824

Sales 355,478,215

Collections        (354,426,545)

Ending balance – Exhibit A              3,576,494

This item represents the operating transactions with Mamlakat Alttaqsit Company and its balance as of 31 December 2007.

B. Due to related party:
The movement in this account during the year was as follows:

   2007   
    SR.

Beginning balance 929,964
Executed works during the year 366,213,754
Payments     (367,143,718)

Ending balance – Exhibit A                         --

This item represents the operating transactions with Manazel for Construction and Building Company and its balance as of 31 December 
2007.

9- DEVELOPED LANDS:
This item represents lands owned by the company developed for the purpose of construction of projects belong to the Company.
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11- DEFERRED CHARGES, NET:
This item is summarized as follows:

   2007      2006   

   SR.    SR.

Deferred charges – Beginning balance 5,497,540 5,497,540

Additions during the year 135,099,426 --

Amortization      (27,011,943)        (2,985,376)

Deferred charges, net - Exhibit A       113,585,023          2,512,164

12- ISLAMIC MURABAHA
This item represents Islamic Murabaha with local banks as of 31 December 2007.  

13- PROJECTS’ SHAREHOLDERS:
This item represents the amount of participation by shareholders for the purpose of projects’ development. 

14- ACCOUNTS PAYABLE: 
The details of this item are as follows:

   2007       2006    
   SR.     SR.

Contractors 98,675,715 39,220,281
Suppliers        5,991,278           5,958,759
Total – Exhibit A    104,666,993         45,179,040

15- ACCRUED EXPENSES AND OTHERS:
The details of this item are as follows:

   2007      2006   
SR. SR.

Accrued expenses 3,922,138 3,494,326
Islamic sukuk 70,622,708 --
Murabaha expenses 21,891,208 14,275,557
Zakat provision – note (23) 473,928,553 445,337,471
Advances from customers 288,869,010 105,705,868
Others         2,648,860           3,283,845
Total – Exhibit A     861,882,477       572,097,067

16- ISLAMIC SUKUK: 
This item amounting to SR 6,000,000,000 (1.6 Billion U.S Dollar) represents the value of Islamic Sukuk issued by International Dar for 
Sukuk in 2007, with beneficial right for Dar Al Arkan Real Estate Development Company. The returned earning from Sukuk will be paid
to its holders on quarterly basis, while the original amount (1.6 Billion U.S Dollar) will be paid at maturity according to the agreements 
thereof.

17- PROVISION FOR END-OF-SERVICE BENEFITS:
The details of this account are as follows:

   2007      2006   
   SR.    SR.

Balance, beginning of the year 3,152,478 1,902,056
Allocated to expenses 1,524,476 1,375,040
Settlement during the year      (201,647)      (124,618)
Balance, end of the year – Exhibit A     4,475,307     3,152,478

18- CAPITAL: 
The Company’s capital is SR. 5,400,000,000 divided into 540,000,000 equal ordinary shares of SR 10 each.

19- PROFITS & RESERVES:
The company distributes the annual net profit after deducting the general expenses and costs as follows:
- Zakat duties deductions.
- According to the article (176) of the Companies’ Regulation, the Company retains 10% of net income against statutory reserve. The 
company may stop the deductions when this reserve reaches one half of the capital. 
- Initial payment to the shareholders equals 5% of paid up capital from the remaining profit.  
- 10% of net profit devoted as a reward to the board of directors and the remaining to the shareholders as an additional share of profit.

20- GROSS INCOME:

2007 2006

Description Revenues Cost Gross income Gross income 

SR. SR. SR. SR.

Lands 3,604,755,860 (1,820,447,550) 1,784,308,310 1,573,941,365

Villas            1,321,176,892               (697,477,022) 623,699,870 548,770,292

Total       4,925,932,752       (2,517,924,572)

Gross income – Exhibit B       2,408,008,180        2,122,711,657

21- SALES AND MARKETING EXPENSES:  
The details of this item are as follows:

    2007        2006    

    SR.     SR.

Salaries and wages 5,349,989 4,140,915

Advertising  20,403,091 7,054,569

Marketing consultancy 1,586,255 --

Meetings and exhibitions 9,307,040 2,627,600

Incentives and bonuses 2,240,206 1,640,897

Other                199,362              194,498

Total – Exhibit B          39,085,943        15,658,479
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22- GENERAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES:
The details of this item are as follows:

    2007         2006     

     SR.       SR.

Salaries and wages 21,165,775 14,073,157

End of service benefits 1,524,476 1,375,040

Incentives and bonuses 7,041,943 1,080,214

Subscription fees 1,368,086 837,953

Printings & stationery 1,524,194 865,214

Social insurance 949,470 843,667

Repairs and maintenance 1,072,573 490,218

Fuel 734,835 468,838

Insurance 2,230,348 1,088,663

Consulting and training 1,401,576 1,250,438

Provision for doubtful accounts 377,586 350,521

Cleaning and entertainment 1,566,028 321,811

Water, electricity and telephone 2,214,809 862,594

Other               597,156             979,214

Total – Exhibit B          43,768,855       24,887,542

23- ZAKAT:
a) The component elements of Zakat base are as follows:

    2007        2006    

    SR.      SR.

Funds subject to Zakat

Capital and reserve, beginning of the year 8,642,253,763 8,642,253,763

Provisions at beginning of the year, net 452,389,244 180,648,345

Adjusted net income – Note (23/b) 1,143,643,276 2,091,982,255

Net retained earnings, beginning of the year           349,422,038              155,471,921

Total funds subject to Zakat 10,587,708,321 11,070,356,284

Deductible funds

Total funds deducted from Zakat base after adjustment     12,882,928,505              261,676,888

Zakat base    (2,295,220,184)         10,808,679,396

Zakat provision – Exhibit B            28,591,082              270,216,985

b) Adjusted net income:

   2007      2006   

   SR.    SR.

Net income for the year  – Exhibit B 1,120,716,798 2,084,167,102

Provisions 1,757,727 1,725,561

Fixed assets computation Differences             21,168,751              6,089,592

Adjusted net income – Note 23/a        1,143,643,276       2,091,982,255

c) The details of the provision for Zakat during the year are as follows:

   2007      2006   

   SR.    SR.

Provision Balance, beginning of the year 445,337,471 175,120,486

Provision for Zakat for current year – estimated         28,591,082          270,216,985

Estimated Zakat provision- note (15)       473,928,553          445,337,471

d) The latest zakat certificate obtained by the company was for the period ended 30/12/1423H.

e) Deductible amounts were adjusted by property and equipment computation difference as per article (17) of Zakat regulation and 
developments thereof No. M/1 dated 15/1/1425H for the purpose of computing Zakat dues.

f) The results of operation of the subsidiary companies were excluded as they have not completed one full year in operation – note 
(24).

24- THE CONDENSED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS OF SUBSIDIARIES:
a- Assael Real Estate Company – Limited Liability Company: 
- Balance sheet as of 31 December 2007:
 

   2007   

   SR

Assets

Total Current Assets 1,425,525,519

Total Non-Current Assets       4,207,365,260

Total Assets       5,632,890,779

Liabilities and  Shareholders’ Equity

Liabilities

Total Current Liabilities 158,029,265

Total Non-Current Liabilities       4,826,441,345

Total Liabilities 4,984,470,610

Shareholders’ Equity

Total  Shareholders’ Equity          648,420,169

Total Liabilities and Shareholders’ Equity       5,632,890,779
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- Income 
statement for the period from 1 April 2007 to 31 December 2007:

For the period from 1 April 
2007 to 31 December 2007

SR

Revenue 1,276,391,724

Cost of revenue         (621,753,432)

Gross income            654,638,292

Expenses              (6,718,123)

Net income for the period             647,920,169

- The above financial statements have been audited with auditor report dated 21 January 2008.

b- Maqar Real Estate Investing Company – Limited Liability Company: 
- Balance sheet as of 31 December 2007:
 

   2007   

  SR

Assets

Total Current Assets 1,525,687,939

Total Non-Current Assets        3,858,488,357

Total Assets        5,384,176,296

Liabilities and Shareholders’ Equity

Liabilities

Total Current Liabilities 162,670,764

Total Non-Current Liabilities        4,952,477,066

Total Liabilities 5,115,147,830

Shareholders’ Equity

Total Shareholders’ Equity          269,028,466

Total Liabilities and Shareholders’ Equity      5,384,176,296

- Income statement for the period from 2 February 2007 to 31 December 2007:

For the period from 2 February 
2007 to 31 December 2007

SR

Revenue 685,295,209

Cost of revenue        (409,341,255)

Gross income          275,953,954

Expenses           (7,425,488)

Net income for the period          268,528,466

- The above financial statements have been audited with auditor report dated 20 January 2008.

25- EARNING PER SHARE:
The earning per share was computed by dividing the net profit for the period on number of shares at the end of the period which equals
to 540,000,000 ordinary shares.

26- GENERAL:
The figures in the financial statements are rounded to the nearest Saudi Riyal except the amounts related to earning per share.
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